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Campuses of the colleges have many characteristics such as the places for 
teaching, the places spreading theory and culture. Some of them are even 
have the function of landmark. As a result, the environment of campuses 
get influences not only from the nature elements such as geography, 
climate, but also the local convention, religion and cultural conception. 
So the colorscape design of campuses should solve the problem both in 
consistence with the local architectural style and spreading local color 
culture style. However, limited by planning, rapid expansion, background 
of architects and many other issues, the colors of campus always cannot 
be good enough which is obviously viciously affecting the development and 
construction of campuses. 
 
On the basis of summarization of the achievements of my classmates and 
me, I have conducted research on the architectures’ color of the campus 
and given the advantages and disadvantages from the user's perspectives 
by using of statistical data, surveys and other techniques. Also, I've 
taken the research of Xiamen University as an instance. I expect to provide 
reference and assistance for the planning of campus’ colorscape and 
constructions of campus in nowadays or the future. 
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